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SUMMARY
Breakthroughs in understanding the structure and dynamics of our planet will strongly depend
upon instrumenting deep oceans. Progress has been made these last decades in ocean-bottom
seismic observations, but ocean-bottom seismometer (OBS) temporary deployments are still
challenging and face set-up limitations. Launched from oceanographic vessels, OBSs fall
freely and may slightly drift laterally, dragged by currents. Therefore, their actual orientation
and location on the landing sites are hard to assess precisely. Numerous techniques have
been developed to retrieve this key information, but most of them are costly, time-consuming
or inaccurate. In this work, we show how ship noise can be used as an acoustic source of
opportunity to retrieve both the orientation and the location of OBSs on the ocean floor.
To retrieve the OBS orientation, we developed a first method based on a combination of
seismic and pressure data through the use of the acoustic intensity. This latter can be used
to quantify the OBS orientation from the ship noise direction of arrival (DOA), which can
then be compared with known ship trajectories obtained from the automatic identification
system (AIS). To accurately relocate OBSs, we also developed a second method based on the
hydrophone data which computes distances of acoustical sources by measuring time differences
of arrival (TDOA) between direct and reverberated phases. The OBS location is then retrieved
by fitting measured ship distances with known ship trajectories. In this study, a full network
of OBSs deployed in the SW Indian Ocean was reoriented and a test station was relocated.
We demonstrate that our new methods may quantify the OBS orientation with an accuracy of
about one degree, and its location with an accuracy of a few tens of metres, depending on the
number of ships used in the analysis.
Key words: Statistical methods; Body waves; Acoustic properties; Seismic instruments;
Seismic noise; Wave propagation.
INTRODUCTION
The Earth’s interior imaging and monitoring is largely based on
observations from seismological stations. Unfortunately, most of
them are deployed on land and observations are strongly limited by
the poor instrumental coverage in ocean basins. Ocean-bottom seis-
mometers (OBSs) have been considerably improved to fill this gap:
(i) their autonomy can exceed 1 yr; (ii) the use of three-component,
broad-band sensors is becoming standard; (iii) they are now easy
to deploy and (iv) their performance are catching up with those of
terrestrial stations, enabling them to measure faint signals such as
Earth’s free oscillations (Deen et al. 2017). Despite those impres-
sive advances, the way OBSs are deployed has not changed much
since their invention. In most cases, OBSs are simply dropped in the
ocean, straight above the selected landing sites. This implies two
major technical issues: (i) Once landed, the OBS’s seismometer ac-
tivates its levelling mechanism to align its vertical component with
the gravitational field. However, the orientation of its horizontal
components remains unknown. (ii) During its descent in the water
column, due to the combined effects of ocean currents and instru-
ment hydrodynamics, the OBS undergoes a lateral shift, which may
reach several hundreds of metres depending on the water depth and
on the strength of the local currents. Until now, no simple, robust and
cheap embedded device has been invented to deal with these issues.
This paper proposes new and inexpensive methods to retrieve an
OBS orientation and location with unprecedented accuracy, using
ship-radiated noise (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Overall sketch of this paper study. Ship noise emitted by merchant’s vessels is analysed from seismic and hydroacoustic records to retrieve ocean
bottom seismometer (OBS) orientation and localization on the ocean floor. To that end, two data sets are compared: the OBS recordings and the AIS data set
of ship localizations.
Existing sensor orientation methods
To take advantage of the three components of a seismometer, a pre-
cise knowledge of the orientation of the sensor is mandatory for
many applications in Earth imagery, environmental seismology or
bio-seismology. Unfortunately, the use of internal devices (compass,
GPS), is hardly practicable or unaffordable, due to the presence of
nearby electronics, magnets and/or magnetic rocks, as well as water
attenuation of radio waves. Promising solutions such as MEM-
based gyrocompass (D’Alessandro & D’Anna 2014) are emerging
but are still at prototype stages. Several methods have been there-
fore proposed to retrieve the horizontal orientation, by analysing
a posteriori the recorded data. Most of the developed techniques
compare the apparent incoming direction of arrival (DOA) of an
event measured by the seismometer, with its theoretical azimuth,
the difference indicating the OBS misorientation.
A variety of passive seismological techniques have been de-
veloped to orient the horizontal seismometer components, largely
based on polarization attributes. Those techniques use a range of
seismic observables including surface waves (Laske 1995; Larson
2002; Stachnik et al. 2012; Doran & Laske 2017; Scholz et al.
2017), body waves (Schulte-Pelkum et al. 2001; Fontaine et al.
2009; Scholz et al. 2017), receiver functions (Janiszewski & Abers
2015; Lim et al. 2017) and recordings of ambient noise (Grigoli
et al. 2012; Zha et al. 2013). A crucial downside of passive meth-
ods exploiting natural seismic sources is that seismic waves travel
through the Earth, which is generally heterogeneous and anisotropic,
inducing seismic ray bending and modification of the polarization
attributes. This makes it complicated to decipher the actual origin
of the polarization deviation induced either by the sensor misori-
entation, or by the Earth’s structure beneath the station (Fontaine
et al. 2009). Moreover, several months are often required to record a
large enough number of good quality teleseismic events, or to ensure
that coherent information emerges from ambient noise correlation
methods.
Active acoustics and seismic approaches are also widely used
to successfully retrieve OBS orientations (Anderson et al. 1987;
Duennebier et al. 1987). They consist in using an artificial source
(acoustic ping, airgun and explosion) to generate acoustic waves.
Those approaches benefit from a high signal-to-noise ratio, from
a perfect knowledge of the source locations and origin times and
from a simple pattern of propagation. Indeed, water waves travel
through the ocean which is an isotropic medium with small lateral
heterogeneity. These waves do not deviate from their original di-
rection in the horizontal plane, making it easy to pinpoint acoustic
sources. Unfortunately, those approaches are time-consuming and
require appropriate devices and on-board expertise.
Existing sensor localization methods
Poor precision on sensors’ locations can induce important localiza-
tion errors when investigating nearby sources; it is also prejudicial
for arrays of sensors when the exact geometry of the deployment
matters. OBSs’ locations are generally inferred from their deploy-
ment and recovery points, which relate, respectively, to the location
where the OBS is dropped from the ship and to the location where
the OBS is recovered at the surface after its deployment period. Un-
fortunately, as OBSs’ descent and ascent in the ocean occur months
apart and not necessarily at the same speed nor in the same direc-
tion, it is virtually impossible to retrieve the true path followed by
the OBS and therefore to assess the accurate location of the sensor
on the seafloor.
OBSs may also be located by using the acoustic transponder used
to receive the release order (Creager & Dorman 1982), which can
also be called upon to assess the distance between the OBS and the
ship. By triangulation procedures or using an ultrashort baseline
acoustic positioning system, it is possible to retrieve the OBS loca-
tion. This operation is however time-consuming since one must at
least wait for the OBS to reach the ocean floor before performing the
localization. If no ultrashort baseline acoustic positioning system is
available, it is furthermore necessary to send acoustic pings from a
large range of azimuths around the OBS, which requires the ship to
make either a large circle around the site or several crossing lines.
For active seismic experiments, triangulating shots recorded by the
OBS have been used instead of acoustical pings to save time (Naka-
mura et al. 1987). For passive experiments, using active sources
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as a calibration step have mainly been applied on dense arrays of
hydrophones (e.g. Dosso et al. 1998) since a single sequence of
emissions could be used to calibrate all instruments at once, mak-
ing the operation worthwhile. Using the above mentioned active
sources methods usually allow to retrieve the OBS location within
a few metres but all those field operations can significantly slow
down an OBS network deployment. More recently, ambient noise
correlation methods have been used on arrays of hydrophones of
small spatial extent (tens of metres) to retrieve the relative location
from one instrument to another (Sabra et al. 2005). In the case of
networks with large interstation distances, none of these solutions
is suited: (i) active sources cannot be recorded by all sensors at
the same time requiring one triangulation step per instrument and
(ii) noise correlation, even measurable for seismometers as far as
300 km (Hable et al. 2019), loses its accuracy.
Ship noise as a source of opportunity
An alternative solution to these methods—which is the focus of this
paper—is to use the ship-radiated noise as an acoustic source of
opportunity to help locating OBSs and orienting their two horizon-
tal components in the geographic reference frame (Fig. 1). Many
merchant ships criss-cross the surface of the oceans and their posi-
tions are accurately known, thanks to their Automatic Identification
System (AIS) designed to avoid collisions. Moreover, ship noise
dominates the ocean acoustic landscape, from 10 to 200 Hz (Hilde-
brand 2009; Kinda et al. 2018) and is efficiently recorded by most
OBSs.
Ship noise has already been used to localize hydrophone arrays
(Ebbeson et al. 2008; Morley et al. 2009). In single sensor setups,
measuring the distance of a ship knowing the instrument location
has also been successful (Gao et al. 2008; Ferguson et al. 2017)
along with geoacoustic inversion of the ocean bottom, on which the
instrument was resting on (Gervaise et al. 2012). To our knowledge,
however, no study has yet published an end-to-end solution to orient
and/or localize an isolated OBS on the ocean floor using ship noise
and its corresponding ship AIS locations.
For such purpose, we propose two new workflows to orient and lo-
calize OBSs, based on seismic and hydroacoustic recordings and the
AIS trajectories of ships passing by during the OBSs deployment.
The orientation workflow was applied to the whole RHUM-RUM
network (Re´union Hotspot and Upper Mantle—Re´unions Unterer
Mantel) and a new reference table of orientations is provided. Ob-
tained values are compared to previous results issued from the po-
larization analysis of P and Rayleigh waves from teleseismic events
(Scholz et al. 2017). Requiring high quality AIS data, the localiza-
tion workflow could not be applied to the whole network and was
tested on a unique test station benefiting from good terrestrial AIS
coverage.
EXPERIMENT AND OBSERVABLES
Seismic and hydro-acoustic data set
Seismic and hydro-acoustic data used in this study were recorded
during the RHUM-RUM experiment (Barruol & Sigloch 2013).
This French–German experiment in the Western Indian Ocean, was
dedicated to image the whole mantle structure beneath the Re´union
volcanic hotspot (Mazzullo et al. 2017; Scholz et al. 2018; Bar-
ruol et al. 2019) and covered an area spanning roughly 2000 km x
2000 km. RHUM-RUM allowed to deploy 57 OBSs from the Ger-
man DEPAS (Deutscher Gera¨te-Pool fu¨r Amphibische Seismolo-
gie) and French INSU (Institut national des sciences de l’Univers)
pools, between October 2012 and December 2013 (Fig. 2a). OBSs
were not surveyed or otherwise located and their locations on their
landing sites were approximated by their deployment locations. The
distances at which OBSs were recovered from their deployment
illustrate the uncertainty on their localizations (Fig. 3). This plot
shows that half of the OBSs were recovered more than 500 m
away from their deployment point, for depths ranging from 2200 to
5400 m. Each OBS was equipped by a three-component wide-band
or broad-band seismometer, together with a broad-band pressure
sensor. While OBS landing areas were chosen to be locally flat,
the surrounding bathymetry varied a lot from an OBS to another
(Fig. 2a). Seismic and hydroacoustic data was recorded continu-
ously at 50, 62.5 or 100 samples s–1 depending on the stations. This
limited our investigations to the Nyquist frequencies of, respec-
tively, 25, 31.25 and 50 Hz. In the lower bound, the microseismic
noise limited our investigation to frequencies above 1 Hz. Technical
information and performance reports can be found in Sta¨hler et al.
(2016) and clock corrections in Hable et al. (2018). Interestingly,
the OBSs orientations were previously determined from the polar-
ization of P and Rayleigh waves from teleseismic events (Scholz
et al. 2017). The RHUM-RUM data set is freely available at the
RESIF seismological archive centre (see Acknowledgments).
AIS data set
Our method relies on the accurate knowledge of the noise source
position, that is the ship position, which is provided by AIS archives.
For maritime monitoring purposes, AIS radio signals are recorded
using satellites or from antennas on the coast (at tens of kilome-
tres range). Satellites allow a complete spatial coverage but im-
plies intermittent temporal coverage cadenced by satellite passages
which depend on the orbits of the AIS satellite fleets. The used
AIS database covering the whole spatial and temporal extent of
the RHUM-RUM experiment was purchased from CLS (Collecte
Localisation Satellites). This data set provides ship positions on a
1-hr basis. As most ships usually travel with constant heading and
constant speed in high seas, positions between two GPS locations
were computed by linear interpolation. This may cause positional
errors of a few hundreds of metres. It generally does not imply large
azimuthal errors at typical OBS-ship ranges and therefore does not
limit the reorientation process. Hourly AIS data limits, however,
the localization process which accuracy directly depends on the
accuracy of inputted ship positions. In order to test the proposed
method, an OBS close to La Re´union island (station RR03) was
therefore used. Terrestrial AIS data collected in November 2012 by
antennas located on land was used, providing ship positions every
three minutes.
From visual inspection of spectrograms at expected times of
ship passages, we limit ourselves to big vessels like cargos and
tankers, which generate high noise levels. Smaller ships can also be
detected but are considerably less noisy and usually do not compete
with measurements issued from large vessels. The AIS data set was
therefore filtered out by type to only retain GPS tracks of cargos and
tankers. Unless otherwise specified, ship will refer in the following
of this paper to cargo or tanker. To ensure good signal quality, we
focused on ships noise produced within 30 km of OBSs, even if
they can be detected at more than 100 km. From that perspective, it
was decided to only retain ship trajectories with a closest point of
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Figure 2. RHUM-RUM experiment overview. (a) Bathymetric map of the RHUM-RUM experiment area. A total of 57 OBS were deployed in areas of different
topographies. The test station used to illustrate this study (RR03) is highlighted in purple. (b) Map of the marine traffic density obtained from the AIS archives
during the whole RHUM-RUM experiment. Circular areas of 30 km are plotted as white disks and represent the distance at which ship noise usually has a good
signal quality. Colours inside the circles indicate the monthly average number of ships passing closer than 15 km to an OBS. On the rest of the map, marine
traffic density is plotted with the same colour scale. Large differences in the number of ships passing close to an OBS can be observed whether the OBS is
located beneath a marine commercial route or not.
approach (CPA) less than 15 km away from OBSs, so that the ship
stayed in a 30 km radius area during a satisfactory time duration.
Fig. 2(b) presents the ship density traffic in the RHUM-RUM area
as the number of ship passages in a radius of 15 km per month. The
dominant ship traffic is mainly channelled along NE-SW trending
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Figure 3. Histogram of distances between OBS dropping and recovery
points of the 57 instruments deployed during the RHUM-RUM experiment.
The median drift distance is about 500 m for station deployed at depths
ranging from 2200 to 5400 m.
commercial routes linking SE-Asia and the south Atlantic. The
ships’ density in the neighbourhood of an OBS varied a lot according
to its location, ranging between a few to hundreds of ships per
month. For each station, white circles represent the 30 km radius
area used in this study, and the filling colour indicates the traffic
density within the circle. For each ship route fulfilling the 15 km
condition, we extracted the relevant part of the trajectory where the
ship noise should be visible and therefore analysed (Fig. 4a).
Ship noise signature
As a ship passes in the neighbourhood of an OBS, it radiates noise
that is recorded by the seismic and hydroacoustic sensors on the
ocean floor. Careful examination of the spectrogram of the hydroa-
coustic or seismic channels (Fig. 4b), shows that a ship generates a
clear increase in the noise level that starts and ends several hours
before and after the CPA, depending on the ship velocity and size
and on the CPA distance. Ship-radiated noise is mainly charac-
terized by monochromatic bands of energy, spreading from a few
Hertz up to the maximum frequency that could be investigated,
suggesting that the ship noise spectrum contains even higher fre-
quency signals. Each ship has a signature composed of several
monochromatic bands, related to the rotational speed of its engines,
the number of propellers and the number of blades of each propeller.
Each monochromatic band of energy is affected by a Doppler effect
at the CPA, of the order of one-tenth of a Hz, depending on the
ship speed. Interestingly, when several ships are transiting nearby,
their frequency bands may overlap, but their Doppler effect helps
to discriminate them.
METHODOLOGY
To retrieve the orientation or the location of an OBS, efficient meth-
ods measuring the direction and the distance of a source of known
location using the seismometer and the hydrophone of the OBS are
necessary. The three-component seismometer enables to measure
local ground motion. As a wave passes by, it locally generates a 3-D
oscillation whose motion relative to the direction of propagation
defines its polarization. Each OBS also embeds a hydrophone that
measures the pressure changes produced by the passage of com-
pressional waves in the water. These two types of sensors allow
to use methodologies developed for seismology, for hydroacoustics
but also allows using so-called acoustic vector sensors (AVS) meth-
ods, involving a combination of both sensors (Cao et al. 2017). For
a more in-depth understanding of the following proposed methods,
the developed codes used in this article can be found in an open-
source python package named Obsea (see Acknowledgments).
Orienting OBSs
The proposed method to quantify the OBS orientation relies on a
local measurement of the direction of propagation of waves emitted
by ships of known trajectories. Ship noise propagates from the
source to the OBS as P waves, since compressional waves are the
only type of wave travelling through fluids. A minor part of P
waves is also converted to SV waves at the ocean floor interface
and will be omitted in this approach. The particle motion produced
by an incoming P wave is collinear to the wave propagation. Its
polarization is rectilinear as motion occurs along a straight line.
When recording a rectilinear motion and making the hypothesis of
an incoming P wave, the collinear property is not sufficient to fully
constrain the direction of the source: it might as well come from a
direction as its opposite. This issue is sometimes named the 180◦
ambiguity.
In seismology, when locating teleseismic events from a single
station, two properties are used to retrieve correct DOA from in-
coming P and Rayleigh waves: (i) P waves from teleseismic sources
come from the Earth’s depths and the DOA must be chosen so that
it points toward the ground. (ii) Rayleigh waves from teleseismic
sources have a retrograde vertical elliptic motion which direction of
rotation indicates the direction of the source (Schimmel et al. 2011).
Using those properties, teleseismic events DOA can be measured,
and in return used to orient OBSs (Scholz et al. 2017). Unfortu-
nately, those properties, cannot be used to retrieve ship noise DOA
from an OBS: (i) At long ranges, P waves produced by ships arrive
with large incidence angles, and because of the acoustic impedance
increase between the water and the ground, total reflection occurs
and the energy travels horizontally. This prevents any reliable mea-
surement of the vertical incidence angle (Harris et al. 2013). Al-
though incidence angles may decrease at short distances, the poor
reflectivity of the water/sediment interface may generate complex
wave behaviour locally, for instance fromP-wave reflected at deeper
earth interfaces and therefore propagating towards the surface. (ii)
Rayleigh waves do not propagate into the water as they are interface
waves. Another methodology is therefore required to measure full
360◦ DOA.
Acoustic intensity based DOA measurement
To overcome this 180◦ ambiguity and to get the true azimuth of
the incoming ship noise, we took advantage of the fourth OBS
component provided by the hydrophone. Compressional waves (also
called pressure waves) propagate so that the pressure p(r, t) at
position r and time t evolves in phase with the particle motion
v(r, t) in the direction of propagation which is the opposite of the
DOA u. Euler’s equation summarized this property for a plane wave
in an infinite homogeneous medium:
v (r, t) = − p (r, t)
ρc
u. (1)
Here ρ is the medium density and c is the medium sound velocity.
In the case of an OBS, the position is stationary, so we will omit the
argument r from the pressure and the particle velocity.
In the AVS research field, different methods have been developed
to retrieve accurate DOA. Among those, intensity-based methods
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Figure 4. Reorientation workflow for a single ship passage. (a) The AIS data set is processed and a route of a ship passing 15 km or less away from the OBS is
extracted (white circles connected by white dash–dotted lines). Start time and end time of the seismological signal of interest are defined by the ship entry and
exit time of the 30 km radius area (grey shaded circle). The OBS’s horizontal components BH1 and BH2 (orange arrows) are misoriented by a yet unknown
angle αOBS with the geographical reference frame (black arrows) (b) Spectrogram in dB scale computed from the hydrophone channel (high levels in yellow).
Ship noise mainly consists of a series of monochromatic bands and harmonics. A slight decrease in pitch can be noted before 7:00 because the ship slightly
slows down. (c) Azigram: DOAs in the OBS reference frame is colour-coded and MRL (Mean Resultant Length, see text) is transparency-coded. The colour
to angle correspondence is plotted in the inset along with a probable guess of the ship path (black dash-dotted line). (d) Time-azimuth representation (high
probability in yellow). The theoretical azimuthal curve of the ship (calculated from its AIS trajectory, white dashed line) needs to be translated by an amount
equal to the OBS orientation to match the measurements. (e) Orientation-frequency representation (high probability in yellow) and its NMF (non-negative
matrix factorization, see text) decomposition into signal and noise. The Hsignal part exhibits a clear peak which maximum is used as the estimate of the OBS
representation. The Wratio indicates in which frequencies ship noise predominates, that is when Wsignal exceeds Wnoise (orange fill).
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are the most straightforward and use this phase relation between
pressure and velocity (Nehorai & Paldi 1994) and have already
been successfully used for analysing data recorded in the ocean
(e.g. D’Spain et al. 1991; Thode et al. 2019). The instantaneous
acoustic intensity I(t) is a vector which points into the direction of
propagation of the energy while its amplitude quantifies the flux of
energy. It is defined as the product of the pressure and the particle
velocity:
I (t) ≡ p (t) v (t) = − p(t)
2
ρc
u. (2)
For monochromatic acoustic fields (or for each component ob-
tained by decomposing the signal with the Fourier transform), the
complex representation can be used. The active acoustic intensity
Ia is defined as half the real part of the conjugate of the pressure p−
∗
multiplied by the velocity v−
∗ (Mann et al. 1987):
Ia ≡ 1
2
Re
(
v−p−
∗
)
= −|p|
2
ρc
u. (3)
Both the instantaneous and the active acoustic intensities point in
the opposite direction of u as shown in eq. (2) and eq. (3). Therefore,
to estimate the incoming DOA unit vector, the instantaneous or the
active acoustic intensity can be used as follows:
u = − I (t)‖ I (t) ‖ = −
Ia
‖ Ia ‖ . (4)
All previous equations hold for a unique plane wave propagating
in an infinite homogeneous medium. For an OBS lying on the ocean
floor, this is not the case: (i) the OBS is located at the boundary
between the ocean and the solid earth, that is at an interface of high
impedance contrast. The OBS hence records the combination of
incident, reflected, refracted and converted waves. (ii) For a given
source, several paths are usually possible (waves reflections and/or
refraction, complex bathymetry), hence the arrival of several waves
from different apparent directions and different arrival times. (iii)
The ocean is far from being silent. Numerous sources can be simul-
taneously recorded at any time and the background noise usually
has preferred directions due to the inhomogeneous repartitions of
sources in the ocean (in the frequency band of investigation it is pri-
marily due to the concentration of ships along commercial routes).
Assuming that the medium has no or little lateral variations
(range-independent model), the effect of the two first issues can
be neglected. In such case, we can restrict the analysis to the ra-
dial plane, defined as the vertical plane joining the source and the
OBS. As the propagation is contained within the radial plane, no
transverse particle motion to that plane can occur ensuring that
the projection Ph(u) in the horizontal plane of the acoustic intensity
raises the correct azimuth whereas the measured elevation can point
in any direction. Thereafter, we will use this normalized projection
on the horizontal plane (here h is the projector on the horizontal
plane):
uh = h (u)‖ h (u) ‖ . (5)
For sake of clarity, we will omit the h index and if not explicitly
stated, DOA will stand for horizontal DOA.
Sparsity-based source separation
To compute the direction of a source in a multisource environment,
a sparsity-based source separation workflow was used. This kind
of method tackles the separation with geometrical considerations
(Theis et al. 2003) which can be directly translated in terms of the
desired source DOA. Sparsity-based source separation workflows
consist of three main steps (Gribonval & Zibulevsky 2010). First,
a joint sparse transformation is applied to make the supports of the
source coefficients in the new representation as disjoint as possible.
Secondly, source DOAs are estimated from a direction (or mixture)
representation. Finally, if needed, sources can be reconstructed from
those estimated DOA.
The short-term Fourier transform (STFT) was used as a joint
sparse representation. Noise from different sources is expected to
be localized in different time–frequency areas and not to overlap in
both time and frequency. Ship noise energy, for example, is spread
across time but is mainly concentrated into some small frequency
bands (see example Fig. 4b), whereas earthquake signal can spread
over many frequencies but is only present during small periods. On
real data, perfect separation never occurs but areas where a source
significantly predominates over the others can generally be found.
STFT might not be the most efficient sparse representation but has
the great advantage to be fast to compute and has simple meaning in
physics. Additionally, it allows to remove the instrument responses
of each channel by water-level deconvolution, which consists in a
spectrum division applied to the overall STFT of the signal. In this
study, horizontal components of deployed OBS had balanced re-
sponses and correcting the small phase mismatch between the seis-
mometer horizontal components and the hydrophone components
on the frequency range of interest (above 1 Hz) did not raise any im-
provement. For simplicity, no instrument correction was performed.
STFT was applied to all four channels with a sliding window length
of 1024 samples and an overlap of 87.5 per cent (Fig. 4b).
Azigram representation
Applying eq. (3) to eq. (5) elementwise on the four-component
STFT provides a time–frequency representation of DOA. For each
time–frequency pixel, directions are colour-coded as azimuths;
therefore, we called this representation an azigram, as proposed
by Thode et al. (2019). To filter relevant DOA from noise, DOA
stability is analysed through time. We drew inspiration from the
definition of the degree of polarization (DOP) developed by Schim-
mel & Gallart (2004) and from the analysis of the mixture ratio
variance developed by Abrard & Deville (2005). Both approaches
assume that, when a mixture of two or more sources are recorded
at the same time, the DOA (or similarly the mixture ratio) cannot
be stable through time. To measure this stability and estimate the
source direction, the mean direction u¯[i, j] and the mean resultant
length (MRL) R[i, j] (where i is the index of time and j the index
of frequency) are computed on small time windows of several azi-
gram values N (it was chosen N = 8 which gives a time window of
about 10 s according to the chosen STFT parameters and raw signal
sampling rate):
m [i, j] = 1
N
∑i+N/2
k = i−N/2 u
[k, j] (6)
u¯ [i, j] = m [i, j]‖ m [i, j] ‖ (7)
R [i, j] = ‖ m [i, j] ‖ . (8)
The resultant MRL can vary from zero, in case of completely ran-
dom directions, to one, in case all directions sum up constructively.
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This MRL can then be used to compute a transparency mask to
remove the unstable portions of the azigram formed from the mean
directions. An azigram of a passing ship is shown in Fig. 4(c). The
DOA of the ship can be efficiently computed mainly for frequen-
cies above 10 Hz. Colours sweep from blue to yellow indicating a
variation of the direction of roughly 180◦ which corresponds to a
rectilinear ship passage close to the OBS.
Time-azimuth representation
If the azigram representation is useful to explore the signal direc-
tivity through time and frequency and to separate indistinguishable
mixtures of noise from prominent signals, it can hardly be used to
retrieve quantitative values of DOA. A better representation to ex-
tract directions can be constructed under the following assumptions:
(i) the DOA of any source is assumed to be frequency invariant; (ii)
the DOA of each source is assumed to remain stable over small time
windows of a few minutes. Based on this, values contained in win-
dows spanning all frequencies over small time durations (about 80
s was used) can be treated regardless of their position in the time–
frequency plane. A weighted kernel density estimation (KDE) was
used. Mean directions were first binned and weighted according to
their MRL to compute a weighted histogram (a resolution of a tenth
of a degree was chosen for the binning) and then smoothed with
a Gaussian kernel of a few degrees of standard deviation (2◦ was
chosen). Finally, normalization was performed so that the integral
over all azimuths of the obtained density is equal to one when all
weights (i.e. all MRL) are equal to one. This results in a pseudo
probability density function (PPDF) of measured orientation. It is
not a PDF function since its integral is smaller than one, but it
allows to take into account the possibility of measuring nothing,
which would result in a null flat curve. The process was repeated
over the above-defined sliding windows resulting in a new time-
azimuth representation, shown in Fig. 4(d), where each column is
a PPDF indicating the repartition of measured azimuths at a given
time in the associated time–frequency window. Each mode (i.e. lo-
cal maximum) of those PPDFs hopefully corresponds to DOA of a
noise source.
Overlaying the theoretical curve (white dashed line Fig. 4d) of
the ship azimuth variation estimated from its AIS data on top of
this time-azimuth representation exhibits the misorientation bias.
The translation (αOBS on Fig. 4d) needed to shift the curve on top
of highly probable areas indicates the OBS misorientation. This
shifting allows a good visual check of the consistency between the
measured azimuth and the expected one and allows to manually
assess a first estimate of the OBS orientation.
Orientation-frequency representation
The time-azimuth representation is relevant to track moving sources.
The OBS orientation azimuth αOBS is time-invariant, so at this stage,
integration over the whole ship passage duration was performed.
The azimuthal curve αexpected(t) in the geographical coordinate ref-
erence system (CRS) is computed using the AIS positions of the
ship. To convert the DOA from the geographical CRS into the OBS
CRS, adding the OBS orientation is sufficient:
αexpected (t) = αmeasured (t, f ) + αOBS, ∀ (t, f ) ∈ Dship, (9)
where Dship is the time–frequency plane domain where ship noise
predominates. This holds in theory, but in practice the measured
DOA is impacted by noise and slightly deviates through time and
frequency. Subtracting the measured DOA in the geographical CRS
from the expected DOA in the OBS CRS is then a time (and fre-
quency) invariant estimate of the OBS orientation:
αOBS = αexpected (t) − αmeasured (t, f ) , ∀ (t, f ) ∈ Dship. (10)
This OBS orientation estimate was performed for each value of
the azigram and allowed to introduce a new orientation-frequency
presented in Fig. 4(e). The methodology used is the same than the
one used to compute the time-azimuth representation except that:
(i) values of the azigram were grouped per frequency and not by
small vertical time windows, (ii) the estimates of OBS orientation
obtained using eq. (10) are used instead of raw azigram values. For
each frequency, the obtained group of OBS orientation estimates
are used to compute PPDFs which are then gathered in the new
orientation-frequency representation (Fig. 4e). Each row represents
a PPDF of measured OBS orientation for a given frequency. Fre-
quency bands where the ship signal predominates are easily identi-
fiable visually as they show a clear peak at the most probable OBS
orientation.
Extraction of the OBS orientation
The OBS orientation is also frequency-invariant, but due to its
harmonic structure, ship noise generally dominates on some fre-
quency bands. While not totally the case, it was supposed that
PPDFs can be satisfyingly approximated as a linear mixture of two
components: (i) a component representing the PPDF of measured
OBS orientation when the ship signal predominates, (ii) a compo-
nent representing the background anisotropic noise. To decompose
orientation-frequency representations into those two components,
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) was used (Lee & Seung
1999). NMF combines two properties: (i) Dimensionality reduc-
tion, that is the property of summarizing all the information in a
few features. (ii) Automatic clustering, that is the property of group-
ing similar objects. In this particular case, frequencies where ship
noise predominates are expected to be separated from frequencies
where the background noise predominates. NMF decomposes a 2-D
matrix V into the product of two lower rank matrices W and H (in
our case of rank two):
V ≈ WH
≈ [Wsignal Wnoise ]
[
Hsignal
Hnoise
]
.
(11)
NMF requires all entries in V , W and H to be positive. In our
case, the two rows of H are a base of PPDF of OBS orientation
and W indicates at which frequency each of those rows are present.
As the factorization is not unique, it was chosen to normalize the
columns of W so that their maximum is one. H was corrected
accordingly.
‖ Wsignal ‖∞ =‖ Wnoise ‖∞ = 1. (12)
To assign each extracted component by the NMF algorithm to the
signal part or the noise part, the H component with lower circular
standard deviation was interpreted as the signal part. Fig. 4(e) il-
lustrates the decomposition, via NMF, of the orientation-frequency
representation. The dimensionality reduction property can be ob-
served on the two components of H : the Hsignal part summarizes the
PPDFs of measured OBS orientation while the Hnoise part summa-
rizes the noise. The automatic clustering property can be observed
on the two W components. When Wsignal > Wnoise, it can be consid-
ered that ship noise predominates. NMF succeeds in extracting the
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desired information with two components whereas in low signal-
to-noise scenarios, simply averaging all the per frequency PPDF
results in a meaningless flat curve.
Statistics on ship passages
PPDFs computed for each ship passage were simply stacked (i.e.
averaged) to blindly aggregate information from multiple ship pas-
sages. The mode (i.e. the maximum) of the resulting mean PPDF
was used as the overall estimate of the OBS orientation. Stacking
PPDFs instead of taking the average of the individual modes allows
a more robust estimation. Outlier peaks do not contribute to the
main peak and therefore the result is not altered. The analysis of a
single ship passage as reported in Fig. 4, was repeated for all ship
passages recorded at station RR03 and the PPDF were stacked as
shown in Fig. 5(a). A clear peak indicates the overall estimate of
the OBS orientation.
We estimated uncertainties relying on one ship passage by com-
puting standard metrics on all the OBS orientation estimates pro-
vided by the whole ship traffic. Bootstrapping techniques were used
to account for the gain in accuracy when aggregating information
from several passages. Virtual collections of ship passages are cre-
ated by randomly sampling a given number of ship passages from
the actual collection (each ship passage can be potentially drawn
multiple times). Each virtual collection is considered as a poten-
tial traffic scenario and an associated OBS orientation is computed.
Comparing numerous results from the set of virtual scenarios can
then be used to estimate uncertainties with the desired metrics.
We chose to build 1000 virtual collections to evaluate the uncer-
tainties and to obtain robust statistical estimates. The process was
then repeated with collections featuring different numbers of ship
passages, to simulate sets of scenarios with different traffic density.
For each set of virtual collection, the estimated set of orien-
tation and the orientation obtained using all ship passages were
compared. This allows performing standard boxplot of errors con-
sidering that reference as the best assessment of the real OBS ori-
entation. Fig. 5(b) shows the result for station RR03. From zero to
around 50 ships, we observe a great improvements in the knowledge
of the final OBS orientation, probably because outlier effects are ef-
ficiently absorbed by stacking. Beyond 50 ships, the progression is
slower and roughly follows a square root law dictated by the law of
large numbers. In that case, for fewer than 50 ships, better results
could be performed by manually removing outliers but this was
considered as a useless task as more ships passages were available.
It is important to point out that while uncertainties smaller than one
degree seem to be largely attained, it cannot exclude the presence of
bias. Not perfectly balanced instrument response, complex topog-
raphy, strongly anisotropic background noise, etc. could potentially
produce biased results which still would lead to a small spreading
of obtained OBS orientations.
Application to the whole network
For each station, the full workflow of orientation retrieval was per-
formed in order to estimate three values: (i) the global estimated
OBS orientation using all ship routes αOBS; (ii) the 95 per cent un-
certainties interval on this orientation estimated from the bootstrap
method using all ship routes 2σall and (iii) a robust estimation of the
95 per cent uncertainties interval on the orientation using isolated
ship passages 2σone. For this last value, interquartile range (IQR)
was used assuming a Gaussian distribution. This robust estimator
rejects outliers which, in case ship passages are studied separately,
would have been manually removed. This accuracy without outliers
is a good indicator of the capacity of a station to measure a source
direction as it does not depend on the number of recorded ships.
Processing more than 15 000 ship passages (each roughly represent-
ing 2 hr of real-time data) took, on average, a few hours on laptop
computer.
All results are summed up in Table 1. Orientations were computed
for 38 stations over the 57 deployed during the RHUM-RUM exper-
iment. For the 19 remaining stations, technical issues prevented the
retrieval of the OBS orientation (Sta¨hler et al. 2016; Scholz et al.
2017). Uncertainties using all ship passages vary from such small
angles as 0.3◦ up to 6.1◦ (except for RR40 where stacking ships
passages did not allow to increase the accuracy, likely due to strong
topographic effects in the southwest Indian ridge area).
Comparison with a previous seismologic study
To validate our research, results of a previous work using teleseis-
mic events to retrieve OBS orientation (Scholz et al. 2017) were
used. This work proposed two independent methods to retrieve
OBS orientation based on teleseismic P and Rayleigh waves po-
larizations. From the associated results reported in Table 1, values
using the culled R-pol method with circular mean estimator were
used. Whereas it was stated that the P-pol method raised slightly
better results (Scholz et al. 2017), the R-pol measurements bene-
fit from being available for all working stations, which is not the
case for the other method. From those values, the standard error
of the mean (SEM) is extrapolated by dividing the given standard
deviation by the square root number of used earthquakes to take
into account the gain in accuracy obtained by gathering information
from different events. These standard uncertainties are equivalent
to the σall of this paper.
Retrieved orientations from both studies were compared along
with their related uncertainties (Fig. 6). In most cases, both orien-
tations agree and fall within the uncertainty of each other. Some
mismatches can be observed but can be explained by several rea-
sons: (i) In some cases, the small number of events used by the
seismic method does not ensures a reliable estimate of the orienta-
tion and its related uncertainty (e.g. station RR05). (ii) Simplistic
assumptions were made by both studies: neither the local struc-
ture beneath the sensor nor the topography was taken into account
which can result in biased results for some stations. The mean dif-
ference between the two methods is 3.8◦ and in half of the cases is
smaller than 2.7◦. The mean accuracy using ship noise analysis is
1.8◦ against 4.4◦ using teleseisms analysis. For half of the stations,
an accuracy of 0.7◦ is obtained using the ship noise analysis while
a median accuracy of 4.0◦ is attained using teleseism analysis. It
worth noticing that the mean number of events per station recorded
during the whole experiment is about 400 for ships against about 20
for teleseisms. This explains why ship noise analysis significantly
outperforms teleseism analysis. This new technique clearly benefits
from much more events of longer duration which allow increasing
the accuracy by stacking information.
Locating OBSs
The following method proposes to localize OBSs by ranging acous-
tic sources in the ocean by analysing the time differences of arrival
(TDOA) between direct and reflected phases. This only requires the
use of the single hydrophone component of the OBS. Waves emitted
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Figure 5. OBS orientation statistics from multiple ship passages. (a) Hsignal for the entire 420 ships routes used for reorienting station RR03 (high probabilities
in yellow). Orange crosses mark each maximum (outliers can be noted). To aggregate all measurements, stacking is performed (top curve) and the maximum
of the resulting curve is used as the OBS orientation final estimate. (b) Uncertainties as a function of the number of ships used for determining the actual
orientation of the RR03 OBS, determined by bootstrapping. Standard boxplot with median, interquartile range (IQR) and whiskers with maximum 1.5 IQRs
are plotted for several numbers of ships passages. Great improvements are observed until about 50 ships which are probably due to a good outlier rejection. An
uncertainty of less than one degree is achieved at about 80 ships (with 99 per cent confidence).
by sources at the ocean surface can follow several paths to reach the
ocean floor, mainly by bouncing back and forth between the ocean
surface and floor (Fig. 7). For impulsive sources (e.g. airgun shots
and whales), echoes generally follow the direct arrival and can be
temporarily separated on the hydrophone recordings. In that case,
the measurement of the vertical angle of incidence of the direct
arrival can be used to range acoustic sources (Harris et al. 2013).
However, this cannot be applied to continuous sources as different
phases merge and interfere. In the case of a moving source (like a
ship), spectrograms exhibit fringes that evolve with time, resulting
in oblique striations (visible in Fig. 8b). This phenomenon is known
as the Lloyd Mirror effect (e.g. Wilmut et al. 2007).
Two main frameworks exist to link those striations to the envi-
ronment property and to the source’s and receiver’s locations: (i)
a modal approach which models the spatial (hence temporal as the
ship moves) variations of the interferences through the waveguide
invariant theory (e.g. Gervaise et al. 2012); (ii) an approach which
links the frequency variation of the interferences to the TDOA be-
tween echoes, for instance thanks to cepstrum analysis (e.g. Gao
et al. 2008; Gao 2013). As the modal approach needs the relative
distance from the source to the receiver as input to spatially resolve
modes, we focused on the cepstrum analysis, that we detail below.
Cepstrum analysis
In a single source scenario, a signal x(t) received by the hydrophone
can be written as the convolution of a source term s(t) and a prop-
agation term g(t) (i.e. the Green’s function or impulse response):
x (t) = s (t) ∗ g (t) . (13)
The Fourier spectral density (spectrum) of this signal is:
∣∣X ( f ) |2 = ∣∣ S ( f ) |2|G ( f ) |2. (14)
The log spectrum of this signal is:
log
∣∣X ( f ) |2 = log∣∣ S ( f ) |2 + log|G ( f ) |2. (15)
In this study, we modelled the propagation term by considering
only two phases: (d) the direct path and (r ) the first reverberated path
that bounces once on the ocean floor and once on the ocean surface
(Fig. 7). Each phase is associated with an attenuation coefficient
and a time of arrival (δ(t) is the Dirac function):
g (t) = αdδ (t − td ) + αrδ (t − tr ) (16)
G ( f ) = αdexp (− j2π td f ) + αrexp (− j2π tr f ) (17)
|G ( f ) |2 = α2d + α2r + 2αdαrcos (2π (tr − td ) f ) (18)
log
∣∣G ( f ) |2 ≈ log∣∣α2d + α2r | + 2αdαr
α2d + α2r
cos (2πτdr f ) . (19)
We note from eq. (14) and eq. (18) that the spectrum of the
recorded signal is made of an envelope (the spectrum of the source
term) that modulates an oscillating function (the spectrum of the
propagation term). Combining eqs (15) and (19), we note that the
log spectrum of the recorded signal has an additive component with
‘fundamental frequency’ τdr = tr − td . Therefore, the ‘spectrum’ of
the log spectrum would likewise show a peak at the desired TDOA. It
is from that observation that cepstrum analysis arose (Oppenheim
& Schafer 2004). The cepstrum CX (τ ) is defined as the inverse
Fourier transform of the logarithmic spectrum. It is defined in a
domain which, while being the reciprocal of frequency, is not really
the time domain and which has been called the quefrency domain:
CX (τ ) ≡ F−1
[
log|F [x (t)]|2] . (20)
It can be noted that, due to the linearity of the Fourier transform,
the cepstrum can also be decomposed into the sum of a source term
and a propagation term:
CX (τ ) = CS (τ ) + CG (τ ) . (21)
In this work, the cepstrum CX (τ ), which is real-valued was trans-
formed into analytic signal. This analytical representation is useful
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Table 1. Retrieved orientations for the RHUM-RUM network by ship noise analysis and by teleseisms analysis (Scholz et al. 2017). For each method, a set
of metrics are compared: N indicates the number of events used (ship passage or seism); αOBS is the retrieved orientation; 2σall is the 95 per cent confidence
interval aggregating all events and; 2σone is the 95 per cent confidence interval of separately observed events. Red highlighted lines are stations for which
measurements could not be performed because at least one of the sensor of the OBS failed or was too noisy. For two stations (RR12, RR31), only the
hydrophone failed which prevented the use of our method, whereas the teleseismic based method worked. Grey highlighted lines are INSU stations equipped
with differential pressure gauges and broad-band sensor decoupled from the OBS structure. More information related to the OBS are available through the
RESIF web services (see Acknowledgments).
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Table 1. (Continued.)
tool for providing instantaneous values for parameters such as am-
plitude and phase of CX (τ ). This extra step allows to easily extract
the envelope of the cepstrum (by taking its modulus, which is useful
for representation) and also, later on, to choose between coherent
summation (complex values are summed) or incoherent summation
(modulus are summed and the phase is discarded). The analytic
cepstrum can be performed before the inverse Fourier transform
F−1 stage by discarding the negative frequency components and
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Figure 6. Comparison of OBS orientations between our results and those obtained from a previous study analysing teleseismic wave polarizations (Scholz et
al. 2017). (a) Comparisons of accuracies of teleseismic versus ship noise techniques for a single event shows good matches within their uncertainties. (b) Using
all events the uncertainties shrink and in some case, values obtained from ship noise and teleseismic analysis do not perfectly agree. (c) Relative orientation to
the average issued from the two studies allows to zoom on the error bars and better appreciate agreements between results.
Figure 7. OBS relocation scheme: noise may propagate along several acoustic paths from the ship to the OBS. Here, the direct and the two times reflected
paths are schematized. The measurement of the time difference of arrival (TDOA, see text) between these two phases can be linked to the OBS-ship distance
(and therefore to the OBS location) by an appropriate modelling of the wave propagation from the ship to the OBS.
doubling the positive frequencies (sgn is the signum function):
Cˆ X (τ ) = F−1
[
(1 + sgn ( f )) log|F [x (t)]|2] . (22)
Applying eq. (22) for each column (each spectrum) of a spectro-
gram gives a cepstrogram. In the case of a passing ship (Fig. 8c)
the cepstrogram is composed of: (i) time-invariant features, that are
identified as the source term and; (ii) a clear time-varying line which
is identified as the propagation term. Unfortunately, the harmonic
structure of ship radiated noise translates into cepstral features span-
ning over a large part of the quefrency domain and overlapping with
the propagation term.
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Figure 8. Localization workflow for a single ship passage. (a and b) Same as in Fig. 4. Some seismic activity can be observed at the end of the spectrogram as
vertical bands. (c) Raw cepstrogram (high levels in yellow). (d) The time-invariant features are filtered out and denoising is applied. This isolates the features
related to phases paths interferences. The theoretical TDOA between the direct and two times reflected path τdr is overlaid (purple dashed line) assuming that
the OBS did not drift from its deployment point. (e) Beamforming in the quefrency domain over a square of 20 × 20 km2 centred on the deployment point. The
ship path (white dotted line) can be considered as the antenna used for beamforming. The background colours are the beamforming scores of OBS localization
(high values in yellow). In the left upper corner, a zoom of a 1.6 km2 around the OBS deployment (red star) and recovery (green star) localizations is plotted.
Great focusing indicates the most probable OBS location on the ocean floor and validates the simple propagative model used.
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Propagation term extraction
Removing the source term allows to improve the TDOA retrieval
(Ferguson et al. 2019). Separating time-invariant signals from mov-
ing ones is particularly suited for singular value decomposition
(SVD) clutter filtering (Demene et al. 2015). The mean cepstrum is
subtracted from the whole cepstrogram and a SVD is applied. In our
case, a SVD just like principal component analysis (PCA) summa-
rizes the cepstrogram in a sum of unitary time-invariant cepstrums
(the singular vectors) associated to the quantity of signal they repre-
sent (the singular values). The way the energy is spread among the
time-invariant singular vectors is related to the time-invariant aspect
of the signal. The source term can ideally be represented by a unique
singular vector of high singular value but, in practice, few singular
vectors are necessary. Indeed, ship radiated noise slightly fluctuates,
partially due to the Doppler effect and to small variations of the en-
gine rate. In contrast, the propagation term needs to be represented
by numerous time-invariant singular vectors of low singular values,
due to its highly time-variant nature. Singular vectors were sorted
by their singular value strength; the most energetic singular vectors,
mainly containing the source term, were removed. The remaining
singular vectors containing the propagation term and noise were
kept to form the filtered cepstrogram as presented in Fig. 8(d). The
number of singular values removed was automatically chosen using
the kneedle algorithm (Satopaa et al. 2011).
To further improve TDOA estimation, an additional filtering was
applied. More precisely, a high-pass filter was applied along que-
frencies. This has a similar effect than filtering in the time domain
(indeed, quefrencies are in seconds and Fourier transform in both
time or quefrency domain leads to the frequency domain). The
frequency content of the reverberated signal in the cepstrogram is
directly linked to the frequency content of ship noise and cut-off
frequencies are chosen accordingly. In practice, a simple high-pass
filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz was sufficient to remove
the main part of the undesired signal. The result is a tremendously
accurate measurement of the TDOA (Fig 8d).
Propagative model
To retrieve useful information on the OBS location, the computed
TDOA must be compared to a physical model of propagation. This
latter was assessed by a direct ray tracing approach that easily allows
computing theoretical phases arrival. In deep water, wavelengths of
interest (roughly 150 m at 10 Hz) are usually at least one order
of magnitude smaller than other typical lengths. The ray tracing
approach gives, in that case, accurate results. As a simplification,
we assumed that the OBS is laying on a flat surface. This assumption
is fulfilled in flat sedimentary basins, where the topography does not
change over tens of kilometres or more (this is typically the case for
the RR03 station). To further simplify the propagative model, the
concept of equivalent celerity was used. To compute the traveltime
tray from the ocean surface to the ocean floor at depth z and distance
d in a range-independent model, computing the distance along a
straight line raises the correct traveltime if divided by an equivalent
celerity ceq computed as:
1
ceq
= 1
z
∫ z
0
dz
c (z)
. (23)
In this work, the equivalent celerity (ceq = 1502m/s) was com-
puted from CTD (conductivity temperature depth) measurements
in the area and the depth (z = 4340m) was determined by multi-
beam bathymetric measurements performed during the deployment
at each OBS location (available through the RESIF data centre, see
Acknowledgments). The traveltimes for the direct and first rever-
berated path could be assessed along with the TDOA:
τdr (t) =
√
d(t)2 + (3z)2 −
√
d(t)2 + z2
ceq
. (24)
On Fig. 8(d), τdr (t) is shown as a dashed purple line overlaid on
the filtered cepstrogram assuming that the OBS did not drift and
was located exactly beneath the deployment point. The theoretical
curve almost matches the measurement, yet some mismatch can be
corrected by a better OBS location hypothesis, what we are looking
for.
Beamforming in the quefrency domain
To localize the OBS from isolated distance measurement, a nearfield
beamforming approach was developed. Because of the wave prop-
agation reciprocity, source and receiver can be virtually exchanged.
The ship path can thereby be considered as a linear array of re-
ceivers. A 2-D grid search approach was performed and for each
hypothetical OBS position, the signal of the filtered cepstrum was
picked and summed coherently according to the time delay law de-
fined by eq. (24). This summation is expected to be constructive at
the actual OBS location. The envelope of this beamforming image
for a single ship was computed and allows to create an image of
the OBS location (Fig. 8e). The image exhibits a clear focal point
located between the deployment and recovery points. The quality
of the focusing testifies the validity of the used simple propagative
model.
Localization accuracy
To determine an accurate OBS localization on the seafloor and to
estimate the uncertainties, different measurements from different
ship passages were compared. For our test station (RR03), 28 rele-
vant ship passages extracted from terrestrial AIS logs of November
2012 were used (shown in map view in the insert Fig. 9a), each
allowing to compute an image of the OBS location. All the images
were then summed. To estimate the uncertainties, the process was
repeated 10 000 times for random sets of 28 images sampled with
replacement from the original 28 images (bootstrap approach, each
set can contain a same image several times). A 2-D histogram of the
OBS localization was computed and a 95 per cent confidence area
was extracted by setting the threshold which allows rejecting the
cells of the histogram which account for 5 per cent of the computed
OBS localizations.
Acoustical centre location
Computing the 2-D histogram of OBS localization without further
processing produced a bimodal distribution that results from a dis-
crepancy between the AIS and the noise source actual locations.
Splitting ship routes into two sets of eastward and westward trav-
elling directions and computing the OBS localization for each set
produced two distinct unimodal patches visible as shown in Fig. 9(a,
in red and green). AIS archives of ships, which antenna position was
provided, showed that AIS antennas are generally located close to
the bridge at a stern distance B which can be approximated as 20
per cent of the overall ship distance L . Assuming that ship noise
is mainly emitted by the propeller, hence at the ship stern, explains
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Figure 9. Probability maps of the OBS localization by bootstrapping 28 ship passages, according to two hypotheses on the location of the acoustical centre of
emission location of ships. (a) the raw AIS position is used as the acoustic centre. Generally, the AIS antenna (black cross) is located close to the bridge (white
rectangle). The length of the ship is noted L while B denotes the distance from the AIS antenna to the ship’s stern. The inset represents the tracks used to
retrieve the OBS location in a radius of 30 km. Ship routes are split in two: those crossing from east to west (red), and those crossing in the opposite direction
(green). Each set of ships generate a clear individual patch indicating two different OBS locations. The two patches are aligned along the major ship route
orientation and are at a distance comparable at two times the typical length B. (b) By correcting the AIS data, the stern of the ship is used as the acoustical
centre which approximates the propeller location. A clear and unique patch (in pink) indicates the OBS most probable location between the deployment point
and the recovery point. The 95 per cent confidence area (delimited by a grey dotted line) describes a zone of a few tens of metres wide.
why the two patches are observed at a distance of ∼2B aligned
along the ship commercial route. Correcting the AIS data of 20 per
cent L backward along each ship track before processing the OBS
localization effectively merged the two patches into a single OBS
localization (Fig. 9b) with a radius of confidence of a few tens of
metres. This simple correction of the ship AIS location therefore
demonstrates that the dominant ship noise is emitted by the propeller
at the rear of the vessel. As seen in Fig. 9(b), the retrieved location
is slightly closer to the deployment point, which agrees with the fact
that OBS speed is higher during its descent than during its ascent.
Despite requiring good AIS coverage and a flat topography, the
method showed promising capabilities to relocate OBS with a sim-
ple propagative model. It significantly improved the knowledge on
the OBS location compared to the sole information available from
the deployment and recovery points. It suggests that, in the 1–25 Hz
frequency band, ship noise is mainly radiated by the propeller. It
also proves the ability of an OBS to range acoustical sources with
high accuracy.
CONCLUS ION
In this work, we demonstrated that ship noise analysis can be suc-
cessfully used to orient and localize OBSs on the ocean floor. Two
new fully automated workflows were developed for those purposes
and were successfully applied to data recorded during the RHUM-
RUM experiment in the SW Indian Ocean. Benefitting from the
abundance of ships passing in this area and from the accurate knowl-
edge of their trajectories from AIS data, this approach allowed to
retrieve the OBS orientation with an accuracy better than 1◦ for
most instruments. A result that performs far better than orientation
retrieval from teleseismic event analysis. Passively retrieving the
localization of an OBS within a few tens of metres was also suc-
cessfully performed. It required more frequent ship positions than
provided by the satellite AIS data and was therefore restricted to one
station covered by high rate terrestrial AIS data. This study thus en-
ables a posteriori orientation and localization retrieval of OBSs with
no time cost during the cruise; the only cost being purchasing AIS
archives of transiting ships. In addition of the three-component seis-
mometer, the embedded hydrophone was extensively used, which
is rather uncommon in seismology. It extended the classical polar-
ization analysis into an acoustic intensity analysis, allowing for a
more complete description of P waves. This study also confirms
the potential of ships as acoustical sources for geophysical pur-
poses. Just like earthquakes, ships can be used advantageously to
set light on unknown parameters of interest. They benefit from
great localization accuracy in time and space, are abundant in most
seas, but require dedicated methods to handle continuous acoustic
sources. The localization method suggests that the propeller is the
main source of ship radiated noise within the [1–50] Hz frequency
range. The methods we developed also testify the ability of OBSs
to fully localize ships and more generally all kind of moving acous-
tical sources in the oceans. These acoustical sources include marine
mammals and sea ice activity, which bolsters OBSs potential as
watchful environmental observers of the oceans.
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